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HBTALLIC GLASSES: STRUCTURAL «MODELS
E. Nassif, Depto. de Física, Pacultad de Ingeniería, U.B.A.
Paseo Colon 850 (1063) BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA
INTRODUCTION: Many models have been proposed in the last
few years' to describe the structure of metallic glasses.
These models can be regarded as microscopical descriptions
of the atomic arrangement in the system considered, in
which the fundamental unit is formed by a single atom or a
group of atoms. In order to check the validity of any of
th*23e ntodels, the ability of the proposed structure to reproduce the main rcacroscopical features of the analizert
systemrouofcbe tested, i'com a structural point of view our
most imporrant macroscopical parameters in the case of a
disordered system are basically two: the structure facto •
S(Q) and any of the atomic distribution functions lRDF(r; ,
g(r) or G(r)]. To define therefore the efficiency of a
definite kind of structural model, it is necessary to know
accurately the experimental vilues of those functions, as
well as their partial components from which they can be obtained as a linear combination,
As we shall see this has been possible only in a few
experimental investigations up to now/ making difficult to
draw conclusions about the fit of the different known models to the atomic structure of the studied system. The
aim of thi3 talk is to give a summary of the attempts made
up to the present in order to describe by structural nodels
the atomic arrangement in me'cal lie glasses, showing also
why the structure factors and atomic distribution functions
cannot be always experimentally determined with a reasonable
accuracy. ..
.
.
• ,.
STRUCTURE FACTORS AND DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS:, The structure
factor,.for a one-component system can.b/.- defined as:
S(Q) • Icoh(Q)/Nf2(Q)

(1)
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where Q= |$'-($o|=4irsen0/X is the absolute value of the scattering vector, X is the radiation wavelenght, 20 the scattering angle and ICoh(Q)/N the coherently scattered intensity per atom.
- < |A(Q)|2> = f2(Q) < ? X exp{-iQ(r r í k )}>
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where f(Q) is the atomic scattering factor, A(Q) is the amplitude of the scattered radiation and rj the position of
the atom j; (The brackets ( ) denote the statistical average) .
In the case of a two-component system, there are three
different definitions for the structure factor, following
three different formalisms. Considering the definition -•"
Ashcroft and Langreth (1) we have, for the total struct-1-r^
;
factor of a binary alloy:

is*!?».
^(.e^^liulsftW)
<f2(Q)>

(3,

N

where <f2(Q)> • CiffiQ) + c2f|(Q) being C J J the ato;..ic concentrations of the atoms of the species i,j respectively and
(
the partial structure factors, which verify;

11m S^Q) =.0

i lim S^(Q) - Mm . S^(Q) = 1.

U
In the Faber-Ziman formalism (2) the structure; factor
can be written as follows:

S FZ (Q)'- U ^ - - {<f2(Q)> -<f(Q)>
j f;(Q) fj(Q)

TJ

<f(Q)>2

with <f(Q)> = c^iíQJ + CafaíQ) and where {<f2(Q)>-< f(Q)>2) =
* CiÇ2(fi-f2)2 is a term usually known as the "Laue monotone
diffraction", and the partial structure factory verify:
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Mm S"(Q) = 1

Vi.J

1J - U2

Comparing both formalisms one can easily state that
A

(S MQ)-1)/(SFZ(Q)-1)<1 and M^n SF2(Q) = JJm SAL(Q) = 1 which
means, that the Faber-Ziman formalism is more sensitive to
the oscillations of the structure factor. The AshcroftLangreth formalism.is, on the other hand, simpler, mora
sensible to concentration fluctuations and with the advantage that it does not diverge when <f) = 0 , which occurs in
the case of negative scattering lengths usual in some neutron diffraction experiments.
A third description of the structure factor is that
given by the Bhatia-Thornton formal ;..»m (3) in t^rms of
which the structure factor can be written a3 follows:

<f2(Q)>

<f(Q)>2
<f*(Q)>

SNHNH (Q) +

^ ^ Q j z o m

<f*(Q)>
{fi(Q)-f 2 (Q)>

S (Q)
CCCC
(5)

where SHN(Q) , SCC(Q) are, respectively, the partial structure factors of the correlations betw -*r-.n number density
fluctuations and of the correlations between concentration
fluctuations; S^Q(Q) is the partial structure factor of the
cross correlations between concentration fluctuations and
density fluctuations. They can ba expressed in the forrr.

S NN (Q) » £ <N*(Q) N(Q)> ; SCC(Q) • {f <C*(Q) C(Q)>
SNC(Q) » Re <N*(Q) C(Q)>
being M(Q) and C(Q) the Fourier transform of the local deviation in the total number density and in the concentration, respectively. It can be shown that:

11m SBT(Q) - 1 - H m SNN(Q) = M m SCC(Q) ; M m SNC(Q) - 0
Q

Q+»

Q+»

Q+"
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Comparing the Bhatia-Thornton formalism with those previously seen, it can be stated that the total structure factors are numerically identical in the BT and the AL formalisms, being however the interpretation of the structure in
terms of the partial structure factors completely different.
The Bhatia-Thornton formalism is particularly useful to describe the structure of su' stitutional alloys, in which the
atomic size of the components is almost equal (R!SR2) and
can be verified SMC*0 . Since the partial structure factor
of the correlations between c -icentration fluctuations, Sec,
is extremely sensitive to those fluctuations,these formalism
is also particularly effective in those systems with a strong
chemical short rar.ge orl-tr (CSRO). (Ir. the Fabar-Sinan formalism, on the other hand, one has for substitutior.al alloys

sR-sg-sB > .
Whereas the total structure factors are almost directly
available from the experimental data through Icoh(Q) (which
is indeed the measured difracted intensity of the radiation,
subsequently corrected for sample absorption, polarization,
incoherent or Compton scattering and finally normalized (•!)),
the distribution functions have a more complicated matheroatlcal treatment from experimental data but their physical
meaning remain much more evident than that of the stru&tu :e
factors. The so called radial distribution function RDF(r)
defined as:

RDF(r) = 4*rMr)

.

(6)

(where p(r) is the local atomic density at a distance r
from a givea atcn), measures 'he number of atoms in a sphe
rical shell of radiU3 r and thickness unity, and verifica;
M m RDF(r) - 4ffr2p0
r-H»

(with p 0 being the mean at mic density of the glass) . Dy
integration of tlv: RDF(r) between two consecutive minima,
one can compute the coordination number, that means, the
number of atoms* located between distances K) and Ru from
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a given atom:
2 P = | U RDF(r) dr

(7)

where Rl , Ru define usually the minima just by a maximum
of the RDF(r) determining the p-th shell and therefore the
p-th coordination number Z p . Although the RDF is quite
useful, the pair probability function g(r) is more closely
related to the scattering pattern (as we shall see later)
and is defined as follows:

9(r) = *£pwhere

(8)

Mm g(r) = 1 .

The most frequently used distribution function is, however, the so called pair correlation function (also called
the reduced atomic distribution function) G(r), which can
be expressai, following the Faber-Ziinan formalism, as:
G(r) = 4*rpo[g(r) -1] - 4wr \p(r) -p 0 ]

(9)

verifying
M m 6(r) * 0 .
This at -nic distribution function has the advantages,
in comparison with those previously se -n, that the density
fluctuations can b e more clearly appreciated and that his
expression as function of the structure factor is simpler,
which can be shown in the following:

G(r) » 4*rpo[g(r) - 1] = \ foiSÍQ) - 11 sen (Q.r) dQ

(10)

S(Q) - 1 + 4»p0 frlgir) - 1] senff'r>- dr

The total pair correlatiori function can be written
also as a function of the partial terms like:
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6

i r ) =

<f>2

(fi-f2)

in the Fabsír-Ziman, Ashcroft-Langreth and Bhatia-Thorntcn
formalisms, respectively.
Two important features must be remarked:
i) the expressions of the total structure factor and the
total pair correlation function as function of the partial
contributions in the Ashcroft-Langreth formalism are asymmetric, and
ii) the partial distribution function;; ( Ofií»') »Pjj(r) and
Gjj(r)) are the same in the Faber-Ziman and the AshcroftI»angreth formalisms. This is not true, however, for the
partial structure factors.
The G N N ( T ) partial pair correlation function in the
BT formalism represents the topological short range ordering (TSRO)/ whereas GçC(r) are related to the chemical
short range ordering (CSRO) and CMC(r) represents the si:.'.a
effect, which is caused by different atomic volumes of the
coxnponejv-..) (eu-., for example, Wagner and Rupperr.berg (5a)
or Chieux and Uuppersberg (5b) ) , and equals ze.o in the
c 3e of sub.ititutional alloys.
Unfortunately, the distribution functions, being one
dimensional, are not capable of discriminating between closely related models of the structure of metallic glasses,
such as the dense random packing of hard spheres or the
polyhedral model (that we shall see in the second part of
this talk), and more details about th« structure must be
determined. For this reason, it is of the greatest impor-
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tance to calculate the partial structure factors (which
means also the partial distribution functions), in order
to determine the local atomic arrangement in metallic glasses, In the case of binary alloys, three partial functions, Sn(Q) , Si2(Q) and S22(Q) (or their corresponding
Sfjj^(Q) » $NC(Q) and$cc(Q) ) roust be calculated. This can be
done quite readily, in principle, by measuring three independent total scattering functions S(Q) and solving for
the three unknowns SJJ(Q) or S^tQ), since S(Q) is the
weighted sum of the three partial functions. The weighting factors depend upon the atomic concentration cj and
the scattering factor f{ of the element i in the alloy,
as we can see following, for example eq. (4):

Tot

w 22 S 22 (Q) + 2w12S12(Q)

(Q) =

(13)

with:
c.c j f.f j /<f> 2
(Faber-Ziman formalism). Equation (13) can be re-written
in matrix notation like:
(14)

(R(Q)l
with;
STot(Q)
(T(Q)J

;

sfot(Q)
sfot(Q)

IR(Q)1

a

Sii(Q)*
S22(Q)
Su(Q)

w}j wj^ w } 2
MQ)1

wíi w 2 2 wf 2
W?i

W22

W

12

where [R(Q)I corresponds to the three partial structure
factors, Iw(Q)]
represents the weighting factors for di
fferent scattering abilities, and [T(Q)] are the tot&l
structure factors observed experimentally for each indepondant event. The solution for the partial structure factors?
can be written as:
a

MQ))" 1 H(Q)] - (V(Q)] [T(Q)1

(15)
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A unique solution is found for [R(Q)) only if the determinant of [w] is different from zero. A measure of how
good the equations system is conditioned is given by |w{^
the normalized determinant of the system of three equations
whose value can be, at most 1. Unfortunately, in most experimental cases, the normalized determinant for metallic
glasses is very small, giving thus an indication of the difficulties to be expected in order to solve equation (15).
That means, even very small experimental uncertainties lead
to drastic uncertainties in the resulting partial functions, making therefore very difficult to decide whether
a definite structural model describes the atomic arrangement of a glassy metal in a batter way than others.
In order to separate the partial structures measuring the total structure factors by three different experiments, several methods are used. In principle they can
be divided into four kinds:
a) the three different radiation techniques using X-rays,
neutrons and electrons (see, for example, Paascha (6));
b) the isotope-enrichment technique for neutron diffraction in which the scattering power of the constituents are?
varied by using different isotopes (see Sperl (7));
c) the polarized neutron technique which is applicable» to
magnetic materials; d) the anomalous scattering technique
for both X-rays and neutrons (see Waseda (8)) and of course;
e) any as-ortment of the above techniques as, for example
a combination of X-rays with the isotope-enrichment technique (Nold (9)) or a combination of X-rays with the polarized-neutron technique (see, for example, Sadoc and Dixmier (10)). From all these attempts to separate the partial structures the most succesful was that performed by
Sperl (7) for the NiajBjg metallic glasr-, using ---.he isotope enrichment technique for neutron diffraction,who had a
value of 0.51 for the determinant of |w|n .
With the improvement of the experimental techniques,
better data can be obtained because of the nev; development B of more intense sources and efficient detectors.
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Some of this techniques (energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXD) or time of flight measurements with pulsed neutrons) enable us to carry out measurements of the scattered intensities up to Q=40A*1, which permits the evaluation of high resolution Fourier transforms which can provide a more detailed description of nearest neighbour interactions in binary metallic glasses. Measurements of
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and Mos3bauer spectroscopy provide us a rather accurately information about the local atomic structure. For a more detailed description of the separation methods and of these new
techniques see, for example, Waseda (8), Hafner (11) or
Egami (12).
STRUCTURAL MODELS: A comparison between the structure of
the amorphous state and that of the liquid state shows
(see, for example, Vfaseda (8)) that the general features
of the structure of the former are similar to those of
the latter, except for a shoulder on the second peak observed An both S(Q) and g(r) in the amorphous diagrams.
Prom the similarity of the gross features of the S(Q)
and g(r) for metallic glasses, the fundamental configuration of atoms should be considered as liquid like. On
the other hand, the ratio (^/fi) between the positions of
the second peak fa) and of the first peak (rj) in the
amorphous state (about 1,67), is rather similar to the values obtained for the c/a ratio in close packed hexagonal
structures (1,63) and for the (r^/ri) ratio in a fee
structure (1,73), falling rather fa.-- away from the values
of (r2/«"i) and (»Vri) for the liquid stat.,•>. (about 1.86
and 2.70 respectively). This implies that the short range order of near neighbours in metallic glasses is affected more or less by the atomic arrangement of the crystalline state.
From these consideration •• the two basic tendences
that exist in the formulation of ;tructural models for metallic glasses can be well understood: on one side (i) the
microçrystalline disorder models (also called stereochem.i-
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cally defined models), on the other side (ii) the topological disordered models.
i) Microscrystalline models
These models are based on the similitudes that have
been observed between the short range order in metallic
glasses and the corresponding crystalline phase at the same concentration or in the same concentration range. Hamada et al (13) proposed a structural model for the Fe-B metallic glass, consisting on "crystalline-embryos" with a
bcc structure (similarly to crystalline Fe3B) surrounded
by a statistical atomic distribution in the boundary regions between th:-» embryos.
The total structure factor S(Q) calculated with
this model reproduces acceptably some structural fmatures
seen with the experimental S(Q) like the reduction of the
shoulder on the right hand side of the second maximum of
the structure factor with increasing boron content.
A good agreement between the model and the measured
data was also observed in Ag^Cus^ (14) and Fe7sP25 (15)
metallic glasses, proposing in bor:h cases a fee structure
for the crystalline embryos.
Kuhnast et al (16) presented a microcrystalline model
to explain the structure of amorphous Ni<j(jB3i» , starting
from the crystalline phase NÍ3B with which he could successfully described the lojal ordering for r<6A . Although a
good agreement could ba found in all these cases, efforts
to obtain agreement for other materials have been unsuccessful. Cargill (17) has showed that in order to fit the
experimental structure factors with these models, too many parameters (such as sizes and strain distributions of
the microcrystal3) mu-st be varied.
We can now summarize the basic properties of the microcrystalline models, following Gaskeil (18) :
i) In a A. B alloy, one of the possible local configuratio 1 of A and B atoms is preferred basically on energetic
grounds.
li) This arrangement thus represents the dominant coordination polyhedron over a wide, range of concentrations C^
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and radius ratios P^Rg » being the coordination number of
the B species {the smaller atoms) relatively independent
of these quantities.
iii) Differences in structure with concentration and character of A and B atoms, and the distinction between amorphous and crystalline phases, are described by variations
in the way local structural units are interconnected.
iv) There is a potential local structure equivalence of
the crystalline and amorphous phases.
v) In this kind of models, the long range order dissapears
because of the random orientation of the roicrocrystals.
Historically, the validity of such "embryo-models11 was
supported by some X-ray small angle scattering and transmission electron microscopy measurements that showed the
existence of a number of inhorcogeneities in the amorphous
state.
ii) Topological disorder models
These structural models (often called homogererus disordered models) can be separated in two main groups: a)
dense random packing of hard spheres (DRPHS); b) dense random packing of coordination polyhedra (DRPCP).
a) DRPBS Models; They are the natural extension of the
structural models originally employed in the description
of monoatomic liquids and are based on the general similarities of S(Q) and g(r) between the liquid and amorphous
states. The starting point of all these models is the hard
sphere model first proposed by Bernal (19). The spheres
are dense in the sense that no "internal holes" creat
enough to accomoda'-e ano+ ter sphere car. be found, and
they are at random because only weak interactions are present between spheres separated by four or five atomic diameters. That means,there are no regions of long range order as in the crystalline structures.
In Bernal's model, the topology is described in terms
of polyhe<3ra (also called "Bernal holes") in which the vertices are defined by the sphere centers, Bernal found 5
different typ^s of polyhedra: 3 j tetrahedra, 2) octalv?.dra,
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3) archimedean trigonal prir.sns, 4) archimedean antiprisros,
5) tetragonal dodacahedra. The introduction of archinredean
polyhedra prevents from any long range order and from the
realization of the ideal structure precisely. This mod^l
was later improved by J.L. Finney (20), who obtained the
radial distribution function for a dense random packim; of
about 8000 hard spheres with much better resolution than
previously available.
Finney's model was used to fit the experimental values of the reduced radial distribution function G(r) obtained by Cargill (17) for the Ni76P2I* metallic glass.
The results were rather satisfactory since we take into
account that only one parameter naneiy the atomic size
(Rj^j-P»p) was varied.
Polk (21) proposed a inodel consisting of a Bernal
structure (DRPHS) which is primarily metallic, with the
metalloid (the smaller atoms) filling some of the larger
holes inherent in the random packing. Polk suggeste ••
that it is this special relationship between the metal
and the metalloid which couli. lead to the stabilization
of the amorphous structure. Unfortunately, none of the
holes are as large as originally believed by Polk, not
allowing, therefore, their filling up by the metalloid
atoms. Polk- (22) later generalized his view of the DMPHS
void-filling inodel to allow the metal atoms to occupy
random packing structures somewhat loss dense than those
of Bernal and Finney, which should provide more larger
holes to accornodate the metalloid atoms.
Ichikawa (23) constructed a DRPHS model suggesting
Borne modifications of Bennett's criterion (24). Bennett's
algorithmus consisted on f.-iding spheres to an initial equilateral triangle formed by three spheres, enumerating all
possible sites for which an added sphere; would bs in hard
contact with three spheres already in the cluster, but
would not overlap.with any of them and selecting among
them the nearest to the center of the cluster. In hiy model, Ichikawa introduced a msasurc of the tetrahsrlral perfection of the pocket formed by three spheres, dofir.od r.s:
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T = rff/CRj+Rj)

(16)

where r^j* is the maximum distance between the centers of
spheres i and j in the distribution of three spheres, and
Rj and Rj are their radius respectively. In this model
the assembly of hard spheres with diameter T is considered, in v/hich the tetrahedron of four spheres is first
constructed. Then the other spheres are arranged in a
growing process of tetrahedral clusters, under the condition that the desired sphere occupies only the position of
having been in contact with throe spheres of surface within
the distance T • Thus, deviation from the condition T-l.Q
allows the formation of a clirjhtly informed tetrahedron.
Ichikawa suggested that the model calculation vith the parameter
T=l,2 (which corresponds to a relatively rigid
packing of tetrahedrons) ir; more compatible with the experimental data for the amorphous state. He shoved also that
the packing became obscure for 1=2.0 , that ic the fundamental tetrahedra are distorted, and in this case the splitting of the second peak in both S(Q) and g(r) is no
longer observed, a fact that is in good agreement with the
experimental x-esults for the liquid state. This means
that the amorphous structure rcquiies something to be
added to the* simple model structure of hard sphere liquida.
In fact more rigid configurations of atoms must be considered, this corresponding to the introduction of the parameter for tetx-anedral perfection.
The main problem of this kind of model is that if
atomic; arrangements in the amorphous metal-metalloid
alloys were truly like those of spheres in such dense
random packings, then the metalloid atom;; v.rou!d have the
same average surroundings as the noble or transition metal
atoms/ a fact that, as showed by several expor.irc'-r.tal observations, is unlikely. Binary DRPHS modols with sinaller
spheres representing metalloid atoms and with no metalloidmetalloid nearest neighbours is probably a more realistic
structural model for the metal-metalloid amorphous alloys,
than simple dense random psckincj of equal size hard s
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with metal and metalloid atoms occupying random sites. Such
a model was proposed by Sadoc etal (25) who used Bennett's
algorithm to construct hard sphere packings with two sizes
cF spheres in which the smaller spheres, representing metalloid atoms, were not allowed to occupy adjacent sites.
The introduction of small spheres requires the large spheres to form a looser random packing to provide enough large holes to accomodate the small spheres. This tendences
could be even observed in the liquid state, as suggested
by this euthor (26) for the Ni-S melt.
Cargill and Kirkpatrick (27) obtained a rather good
fitting of the experimental RDF(r) with a binary DRPHS
modal using Bennebt's c^obal criterion for rare earthtransition metal alloys, hamely Tb33Fe6 7,Gd3&Fe6i, and
Gd I 8 Co 9 2 . Waseda et al (25,28) used a binary model based
on the previous works from Ichiirawa (23) and Cargill and
Kirkpatrick (27), to describe the experimental behavii -»r
of the partial structure factors
Sj r(Q) and pair distribution functions g j j (r*) for amorphous Fe-P and Cu-Zr.
An important improvement of binary DRPKS models was that
made by Connell (29) and von Heimendahl (30) who relaxed
the model through energy minimization of the assumed pair
potential. It is important to note that the relaxation
does not conserva the original topology, which means that
one has to mr/ke a topological analysis afte the structure was relaxed. Boudrsaux (31) relaxed a DRPHS model using
a Lennard-Jones potential for the Fe-B system at different
concentrations finding a coordination number of 6,6 around
the boron atoms. This leads Finney (32) to propose a model based on local stru». .ural units (trigonal prisms) with
eix iron atoms around a boron one, like in crystalline
Fe2B (cementite structure) with the rest of the boron
atoms distributed as a "statistical adhesive" between the
molecular units. SO;ÜS investigators (see, for example,
Gaskell (18)) questioned this criterion, pointing out
that the model gives a poor information about that "statistical cement". Another improvement of the DRPHS modelr
ha3 been carriad out through softening of the hard spheres,
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allowing them to oscillate around their equilibrium sites
with a defined frequency v/hich corresponds to a given temperature. This leads to a broadening of the first coordination shell in the pair correlation functions. With such
dense-Random packing of about 5000 soft spheres, - Blétry
(33) obtained rather satisfactory results to fit the very
accurately experimental results of th-a partial structures
determined by Sperl
(7) with the NieiBig amorphous
alloy. Other calculations based on tlis same experimental
data were made by Beyer and Hoheisel (34) using molecular
dynamics and taking a L-jnnarJ-Jones potential for a system under conditions similar to those of the liquid stat^.
Though this model :naca r^.a/^cnable predictions for che values of the GH|_j(jj(r>) and C;ti_a(r) partial pair correlation functions, the values of the experimental G0.B(r)
show considerable differences v.-ith those predicted by the
model. Furthannor>,, the assumption that the glassy alloy
could be handled sa a binary liquid alloy on thermal equilibrium at high temperatures seei^3 to be unlikely.
b) DRPCP models; The DRPH3 nodels seen before start from
the similarity of th2 pcxir correlation functions in the
liquid and in ths amorphous states. While this remains
obviously true for the lonç: and nedium range structure,
; the more recent diffraction experiments support the point
of view that the short range order in the amorphous phase
may be similar to the crystalline structure. Thus one
may begin with larger local unit3 having the desired coordination and a topology borrowed from the crystalline
structure*; The model is built by a random stacking of those local units., in this ser.ss sons inveotigatorn (see/
for example/ Gaskell (IS)) supported this hind of models
because they allow a better aescr.ipt.iors of the CSKO (chemical short raige or£er) than tho DRPHS.inor7.els. The
opposite argument is that th".Conse random packing of
coordination polylioclra ir.odslü doesn't take into account
satisfactorily the-random elements , nainíly the disorder.
Two of the most important Dr.?C? models are those proposed
1/ Takeuchi (35) r.nd Uright (3G),for monoaiiomic systems
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based on geometrical considerations. As showed by Koare
and Pal (37), the icosahedron is the 13-atoms cluster configuration with the lowest energy. The icosahedron can be
separated in 20 almost regula»* tetrahedra. Considering all
atoms of the icosaheâron as equivalent, the whole amorphous
structure can be idealized as an arr«./ of tetrahedral units.
The mo< r»l is constructed in such a way that each new tetrahedron is put above one of thraa faces of the previous tetrahedron so that the vertex of the r.ew tetrahedron cones
to the farthest distance from the» origin. The average
coordination number obtained in this way for the first
shell is about 13.4 which agrees rather well with the values obtained oxpa rimsntally for nto*;-- of thrt metallic glasses. Sperl (7) presented a vary çjood agreeement between
the normalized atomic distances (r,-/n)í=if?....» obtained
from his experimental partial pair correlation function
(>Ni-Ni(r) and the values tevcen from VTright's (36) and Takeuchi's (35) models. Other DRPCP models considering larger fundamental units have been presented, such as that of
Kuhna." et al (16) , who proposed a dense random packing of
icosahedral units to describe th^s structure of amorphous
Ni 7 1 B 2 9. Finally, another important DRPCP r.odel, succesfully employed for the Pd-Si r.irorphous alloy, is that presented by Gaskell (38) v;ho takes as fundamental units a trigonal prism (with 6 Pd atoms around a Si atom) as well as a
trigonal prism capped with thrae half-octahedra (9 Pd atoms
aro\ ad a Si atom) with a similar topology as the cer.entite
structure (crystalline Fe 3 C). The model was relaxed using
Lennard -Jone:- po':?ntials and supplementary conditicMS to
maintain the coordination after the relaxation procedure.
This structural model wa3 also employed to reproduce the
above mentioned experimental data of Sperl (7). Ths results
were not vary satisfactory: a batter agreement between the
model and the measured data for the pair correlation function would require a greater diameter of the r.etalloid
atoir.-i. Furthermore, the first boron-boron atomic distance
calculated with this model is soir.rr.vhat smaller than the one
obtained from the experimental curves.
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The essent'.al features of the homogeneous disordered
models (DRPH3 and DRPCP) can be thus summarized as follows:
i) In a Aj_ x B x amorphous alloy, the smaller atoms B, are
mainly surrounded by A atoms. This has been exp^ritnentaly
demonstrated for some glassy metals and it seems to be a
general phenomenon in these materials.
ii) The atomic arrangement in local coordination polyhedra
is essentially at random and dictated by geometrical (radius
ratio) and compositional factors alone. There is no preference, energetic or otherwise, for a particular local symmetry or coordination number so that the average local
geometry becomes a function of the radius ratio and the
concentration of each species (as pointed out by Janaen
(39)).
CONCLUSIONS: We can summarise the former discussions saying
that three main descriptions can be found for the structure
of metallic glasses: a) Stereochemically defined models; b)
Densd random packing of hard of soft spheres; and c) Dense
random packing of polyhedral units.
There are obviou3 similarities between these three types of models. In each case the structure consists of a
dense/ space filling £-crangement of local structural units.
The unit, however, can range from a single atom through a
group containing, say, five or seven atoms to a cluster of
several hundreds. The topological disordered models, however, .v. iem to describe the structure of glassy metals in a
better way than the microcrystalline models and to provide
a more realistic framework in which one can analize the roechenical, magnetic and electronic properties of these materials. In view of the increased information contact it is
of the greatest importance that not only total but also
partial distribution functions might be accurately determined for these amorphous a?loyü and in this way there would
be a lot of experimental work to do.
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